
C-Puck is a Galvanic (puck) anode that is attached to steel to provide a
bimetallic corrosion cell where the most base metal (the anode)
corrodes or sacrifices itself in order to protect the more noble metal
(steel) to which it is attached.

This anode protects the incipient (ring) anode area that can form
around the perimeter of a concrete repair. It requires no external
power supply but its performance can be assessed in a similar way to
impressed current CP systems.
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What is C-Puck?

Providing Economic & Sustainable Life to Your Concrete Repairs

Provides flexibility with the design
parameters influencing life, such as steel
density, chloride concentration and
humidity

No chemical activation needed 
Low carbon and ESG compliant when
combining zinc and geopolymer
manufacturing processes

Compliance

This anode and packing mortar are manufactured by C-Probe and
compliance tested at source to meet:
Anodes: DnV RPB401, ISO 12696:2016 and NACE TM0190
Mortar: EN1504-4 and PAS8820:2016

To be installed with AchillesGCP digital
management system for remote
operation, control and real-time data

c-probe.com +44 01744 611 555 enquiries@c-probe.com

C-Puck offers a flexible corrosion management solution designed for all
reinforced concrete structures. It can be used within and outside repair patches
to ensure these concrete repairs are protected from incipient anode formation
for the long term. 
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Puerto Viejo Mine in the Dominican Republic

C-Puck II anodes with LoCemCPM were targeted to protect reinforcement steel within the lower
vulnerable section of a reinforced concrete support wall within the mine complex. The exposure
conditions were extreme with tropical temperatures mixed with acid waste from the mine processes
increasing the likelihood of early damage to the concrete cover from accelerated corrosion effects.

Case Studies

Swansgate multi-storey car park in Wellingborough, UK

C-Puck was installed as a patch and rod anode to enhance the durability of concrete repair
undertaken to 7 split-level reinforced concrete decks. Around 7,000 C-Puck I anodes were installed
by connecting directly to the reinforcement steel in the patch and by drilling around the repair patch
to extend protection. The anode extension was informed by full deck corrosion contour mapping and
chloride io depth testing undertaken by Structural Healthcare Limited.


